Walk On The Wild Side

Adding depth and texture, the latest batch of carpeting takes inspiration from natural landscapes.

↑ ROCK FORMATION
High-resolution printing gives Lapidus its subtle striations, which mimic those found in granite. The Milliken series combines 1-metre-square tiles and 1-metre-long planks, and comes in 20 colour families with transition tiles to create seamless shifts between different hues. millikenfloors.com

→ ON THE HORIZON
Taking cues from the beauty of the Death Valley desert, the textural patterns in Stellar by J+J Flooring Group leave an organic impression. The three styles of 61-x-61-centimetre Nexus-backed tiles can be mixed together and are available in 13 colourways. jjflooringgroup.com

↑ CITY VIEWS
Inspired by the evolving urban jungle, the two patterns in Bentley’s (Los) Angeles series are Underground (left), an abstract arrangement of large-scale blocks, and Trespass, a pixelated plaid. They both come in seven colours ranging from neutrals to deeply saturated hues. bentleymills.com

→ SHAPE ShiftERS
The series Topography plays with the idea of differing surface materials in landscape architecture. Altering the banding pile heights on the five styles of tile allows for changing textures, dimensions and depths. With this collection, Mohawk also introduces a larger 61-x-122-centimetre tile. mohawkgroup.com
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